Modern peer-to-peer file sharing systems distribute large files among peers using block partitioning. Blocks can be redistributed by a peer even before the whole file is available which highly decreases the distribution time. All peer-topeer networks face the problem of dynamic participation of the peers and dynamic bandwidth in the network. A leaving peer can cause an unrecoverable loss of blocks and obstruct further downloads of the file. Furthermore, the choice which block needs to be sent to which peer is a hard question. A random choice leads to the coupon collector problem which decreases the transmission rate. Filesharing networks like BitTorrent or Splitstream face such problems.
INTRODUCTION
Information distribution is one of the central objectives in the Internet. For small documents, like web pages, it is possible to separately deliver it to each requesting host. For larger documents and many requesting hosts this leads to a bottleneck at the server's side. This problem can be resolved by the IP Multicast protocol where routers duplicate packets and relieve the bottleneck at the server [17, 6] . While this is clearly the best approach, IP Multicast provides only suboptimal distribution trees because of the NP-hardness of this problem. More important, the IP Multicast protocol does not provide reliable delivery, and it is not supported by most
Internet service providers at all. So, IP Multicast remained on the fringes of the Internet. Yet, high user demand lead to the implementation of multicasting on overlay networks using point-to-point TCP or UDP messages.
Most peer-to-peer networks are designed for data distribution. The hype started with Napster and Gnutella. Then, in the first years the main focus was to find efficient lookup services and robust network structures, e.g. CAN [12] , Chord [16] , Pastry [15] , and Tapestry [8] . For some of these networks extensions were proposed for efficient multicast like Bayeux [19] , CAN-Multicast [13] , and Scribe [3] . They provide multicast trees, filling the gap of multicasting in the IP layer.
Multicast trees favor leaf peers, since they do not need to upload data which is generally the scarce resource due to asymmetric Internet connections. A fair solution for all peers was presented with Splitstream [2] . In Splitstream each file is partitioned into smaller parts and multiple trees are overlaid to balance both upload and download of all peers.
BitTorrent.
Inspired by the approach of Splitstream, BitTorrent [5] was designed and became the most successful block-based file sharing system. BitTorrent does not use any encoding except for error detecting hash values of each block which does not contribute to data throughput. A downloading peer can retrieve blocks from several peers in parallel. When downloading, a peer can upload already completed blocks. The decision which blocks to distribute is made adhoc taking the behavior of other peers into account. This mechanism is called policy (see Definition 4) and it determines which block should be uploaded to whom. BitTorrent uses incentives to discourage bad distribution behavior, called leeching, when a peer downloads more than it uploads. Eager uploading is encouraged by sending such peers more blocks. This game-theoretic setting maximizes network throughput.
A lot of research has been devoted to the question how to optimize such incentives using methods from game theory, e.g. [9, 11] . While this explains the speed and the popularity of BitTorrent to a great deal we concentrate in this paper not on the game-theoretic aspects which is a vivid area of research at the moment. We concentrate on unsolvable shortcomings of a block-based approach which cause delivery failures because of missing blocks. BitTorrent is not capable to compensate a missing block. Whenever there is a block, that is not available at any of all participating peers (i.e. the availability is less than one, see Definition 3), none of them can ever finish the download.
Network Coding.
An optimal solution to the problem of availability is provided by Network Coding. The Practical Network Coding scheme [1, 4] gives an efficient implementation. Instead of a plain block, a linear combination of all blocks is created and transmitted. Each block is interpreted as a vector over a Galois field. Then, if all linear coefficients used are linearly independent, any n code blocks are sufficient to decode the original file. Such linearly independent vectors can easily be achieved with high probability by a random choice if the order of the finite field is chosen large enough.
Furthermore, new encodings can be computed at peers which do not have enough code blocks to decipher the original file. For this a peer uses a random linear combination of all received blocks. So, a peer does not need to decide which of the already received blocks should be forwarded. It recodes the code dynamically.
Definition 1.
If only the seed is allowed and able to create code blocks with linear coefficients, and forwarding peers can only redistribute these code blocks, we call this a static coding scheme. If any peer is allowed and able to create new code blocks from other code blocks already present (recoding), we refer to this as a dynamic coding scheme.
We will discuss coding schemes that are unable to create new code blocks without a prior decoding of the original file, e.g. Treecoding (see Section 5) . There are other coding schemes, e.g. FEC (see Section 2) , that could use recoding, but they may increases the decoding complexity up to that of Network Coding, which is not reasonable as it would make the scheme obsolete.
The drawback of Practical Network Coding is its high computational overhead along with its many disk access operations: To decode one block it is necessary to read all code blocks from the hard disk, leading to a disk reading complexity of O(n 2 ) for decoding n blocks of information. Some system approaches like Avalanche [7] use Network Coding. Yet, such schemes by far did not reach the success of BitTorrent. Moreover, some empirical analysis of the overhead conclude that there is no or only little advantage in such a coding for peer-to-peer systems [18] .
The Model.
We follow the model of [10] presenting Paircoding. In this section we give a brief summary of it and refer to [10] for a more detailed description.
Throughout this paper we concentrate on distributing a single file of length m over an alphabet Σ (e.g. binary alphabet, bytes, words) which will be partitioned into n equal units of size s =˚m nˇ. We denote the blocks of the file by x T = (x1, . . . , xn) T as vectors over a finite field. The last block may be filled up with zeros. We assume n = 2 i , i ∈ N + since this supports the binary presentation of data. To reconstruct the file from the blocks the order must be known. We assume that this small amount of information is implicitly provided by the communication protocols or that this extra cost can be neglected. All coding schemes presented use linear encodings of blocks in finite fields: 
. , aj).
In both notations the i's represent the position of a block in the original file order. Note that simple blocks can be seen as a special linear encoding with a single positive entry in the encoding vector c. For decoding the receiver must know these coefficients. Again we assume that this small amount of information (compared to the block size) is implicitly provided by the communication protocols or that this extra cost can be neglected.
In our model P = {P1, . . . , P k } is the set of peers which are interested in sharing the file. We consider a round model where in each round peers can upload and download certain numbers of blocks. Before the first round we face a start situation: A set of seeding peers has all blocks of the file and all other peers do not have any blocks.
The complete information of the system can be described by the file sharing state γ(P, t) of each peer after round t. It is defined as the set of all code blocks that are available at peer P after round t. A seed P is a peer with file sharing state γ(P, 0) = {x1, . . . , xn}.
In each round a subset of the peers in P is active. Each peer has a maximum download and a maximum upload transmission bound which is assigned at the beginning of each round. With this approach we model the bottleneck of data throughput that usually appears in the last mile of Internet connections caused by asymmetric low bandwidth dial-up or DSL connections. In each round all active peers can send code blocks, i.e. linear combinations of blocks of the peer's file sharing state of the previous rounds, where the outgoing number is limited by the upload transmission bound and the ingoing number of blocks is limited by the download transmission bound. The combination of the set of active peers in a round and their transmission bounds is called the network configuration of this round. An example for a network configuration is given in Figure 1 .
At the beginning of a round, the set of peers, all transmission bounds, and the encodings of all file sharing states are known to all active peers. However, it is not known which peers will participate in the upcoming rounds and how the transmission bounds will change.
To measure the performance of a coding scheme, we use the progress and the availability. While the former is more related to the performance of a single peer, the latter measures the success of all peers currently active.
Definition 3. For file sharing state γ(P, t) = {b c 1 . . . , bc r } the progress of the file at peer P is the number of linearly independent encodings available at P divided by n, i.e. In other words, the availability measures the share of information fraction that is currently available, if all active peers share their information. Obviously, this value equals one if any seed is present.
Definition 4.
The policy of all peers with a given filesharing state is the decision, which blocks will be generated and transmitted in the current round based on the available knowledge described above.
The policy of a file sharing system has great impact on its performance. However, in this paper we do not concentrate on the optimization of distribution policies, but we analyze and present different coding schemes. Thus we either stick to general and simple policies, e.g. random selection, or our analyses remain policy-independent.
To classify different coding schemes, we use a relation that is based on the progress of the peers involved.
Definition 5.
A file sharing system S1 performs at least as well as a system S2, noted as S1 ≥ S2, if both systems, started from the same situation and confronted with the same sequence of network configurations, experience that every peer in S1 has at least a progress as large as its progress in S2. If systems S1 and S2 allow different policies, then S1 performs at least as well as S2 if for each policy of S2 there is a policy in S1 which performs at least as well.
If S1 ≥ S2 and in addition there exists a starting situation and a sequence of network configurations where a peer in S1 (with a given policy) has larger progress than this peer in S2 (for all possible policies), we say S1 outperforms S2, i.e.
S1 > S2.
The other important measure is the read/write cost. We mentioned above, that network coding is capable of optimally solving the problem of data distribution in terms of progress and availability. The drawback is its high computational cost, which is dominated by the read/write accesses of the hard disks. Usually, the user's main focus is on the decoding of the file. Therefore, we concentrate on these costs in this paper. We are aware that seeds and peers that need to update the coding for retransmission have additional read/write costs. Since this time takes place during the transmission which is commonly much slower it does not incommode the user.
Definition 6. Every peer uses main memory which can store a constant (non-zero) number of blocks. We define read and write cost as the total number of blocks that need to be read from or written to disk to decode the file and save it on hard disk at a receiving peer. We denote this cost by Crw.
FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION
Forward error correction (FEC) as a compromise between BitTorrent and Network Coding has been proposed and evaluated in [7] . The idea is to mainly use plain blocks for distribution and add c linearly independent complete network code blocks, i.e. using κ Reed-Solomon code blocks [14] . Each such network code block can compensate the loss of one plain block. Thus, at least n plain blocks and FEC blocks are necessary and required to decode the file. We do not consider the recoding of FEC blocks, since on the long run (i.e. for an arbitrary amount of peers) this would end up in an arbitrary number of FEC blocks, even if the number of recodings allowed for each peer is limited. This would be equivalent to Network Coding. So, forward error correction is a static coding scheme and we denote it by FEC(κ). As a reasonable block selection policy one could start with downloading all κ code blocks followed by n−κ plain blocks.
For the computation of a single FEC block all n blocks need to be combined. So, the read cost is κn and the write cost is κ. Yet, the time complexity refers only to the decoding.
Lemma 1. FEC(κ) has read/write cost
Proof. For decoding, a peer needs at most n blocks where some ≤ κ blocks are FEC blocks. With O( (n − )) To prove the superiority of Network Coding we consider the following scenario. In round i only seed S and peer Pi are active (i = {1, . . . , κ + n + 1}) and S can transmit only one block to Pi. Finally in round κ + n + 2 the seed is inactive and n random (non seed) peers are active. This scenario is depicted in Figure 2 .
In round κ + n + 1 every policy for FEC(κ) has either transmitted a block twice or at least one of the peers Pi has no block. So, in the case of a duplicated block with probability of at least . In the case of at least one missing block the probability of the same sub-optimal availability is at least n κ+n+1
. Network Coding can solve this problem optimally by choosing κ+n+1 independent linear coefficients. This is possible if the base of the underlying Galois field is large enough.
3. The same scenario is used in this case. The optimal policy for FEC(κ + 1) is to transmit κ + 1 errorcorrecting code blocks in the first κ + 1 rounds and n uncoded blocks in the subsequent rounds. Again the availability after the last round is one, since because of κ + 1 error correction blocks there are neither duplicated nor missing blocks.
With FEC(κ) we have a coding scheme that easily outperforms BitTorrent. However this comes at the cost of increasing read/write operations, leading to a cost of up to O(n 2 ) equaling Network Coding. Since FEC is static, it can be outperformed by Network Coding. In [7] empirical evidence was presented for both performance relations. Good reasons for FEC are the linear efficiency for small κ and the provision of at least some redundancy.
PAIRCODING
We have presented Paircoding [10] as a sparse form of Network Coding. Here, each code block is a linear combination of at most two original blocks. The advantage is, that the matrix inversion necessary for decoding can be computed in linear time. Further, only an almost linear number of disk read/write accesses is necessary for decoding. Moreover, the decoding can be done during download, i.e. it continues with each new downloaded code block. In contrast to this, Network Coding can start the decoding process only if all n code blocks have been downloaded already. Paircoding is a dynamic coding scheme, i.e. peers can recode new code blocks from other code blocks not decoded yet. In Paircoding each code block combines at most two blocks xi, xj into a code block b c (i, j) = c1xi + c2xj, where the choice of the positions and (possibly zero) coefficients is described by the policy. Consider a multigraph where the file blocks are the node and code blocks are the undirected edges. Then, a cycle in this graph indicates that all nodes of the connected component can be decoded. Furthermore, if a file block is available, then all connected nodes in the multigraph can also be decoded. So, the Paircoding policies can easily be described by graph properties and operations.
A straight-forward observation is that it is favorable to distribute disjoint pair code blocks such that all file blocks are covered after delivering half of all blocks. Then, any two peers with progress 1 2 can decode the file and thus have full availability of the file. Using this technique we have proved in [10] the following theorem for the scenario depicted in Figure 3 .
For some scenarios, Paircoding performs as well as
Network Coding.
Paircoding outperforms BitTorrent:
Paircoding > BitTorrent
Paircoding is able to recode blocks within a connected component of the above mentioned multi-graph. While the decoding of the file can be done with linear disk read/write operations, the recoding induces little extra cost for providing union/find like recoding operations. This has lead to the following theorem. 
FIXED PAIRCODING
If we restrict Paircoding to code blocks combining only the blocks x2i−1 and x2i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n 2 we call this coding scheme Fixed Paircoding. In some scenarios it performs as well as Paircoding. We show that it outperforms BitTorrent and that it is outperformed by Paircoding.
Theorem 4. Fixed Paircoding outperforms BitTorrent:
The proof is analogous to Paircoding > BitTorrent as shown in [10] . 
}.
First we prove that Fixed Paircoding cannot achieve the full availability in all cases. The only possibility to achieve an availability of one in the first case where A and C1, . . . , C n 2 are activated in the last round is to send different pairs to the peers C1, . . . , C n 2 . But then only for one of the other n 2 cases the availability can be one. This is the case if the missing pair block of B is provided by the active peer Ci. In all other cases the availability is at most 1 − 1 n , see Figure 5 . Hence, the probability of a failure of any Fixed Paircoding policy is at least The main advantage of Fixed Paircoding is its low computational cost.
Lemma 2. Fixed Paircoding has read/write cost of O(n).
Proof. To decode a block xi, only two different code blocks of form b(i, i + 1) with different linear coefficients are required. The same blocks can simultaneously be used to decode xi+1. Thus the total read/write cost are O(n).
TREECODING
Now we define Treecoding which features uncoded blocks, forward error correction blocks, as well as Fixed Paircoding blocks. Here, code blocks are defined by a complete binary tree. We assume that n is a power of two which can be achieved by choosing the block size appropriately and filling up the last block with zeros. The leaves of this tree form the uncoded blocks of Treecoding multiplied by a coefficient. Starting from the second layer code blocks are generated by adding two children code blocks, i.e. computing the vectorwise Xor of the code blocks.
The central property of this coding tree is stated in the following lemma which follows directly from the definition.
file x with n = 8 coding tree for X Figure 6 : Coding tree of a file X with n = 8. The leaves represent the original file blocks x1, . . . , x8; they could also be denoted as b
Lemma 3. If c is known, then any code block (node) in the coding tree can be calculated by a simple Xor operation 1. from its two children code blocks, or

from its parent code block and its sibling.
A reasonable policy for Treecoding is to start to transmit the root block b 0 1 ( c) which is in fact a forward error correction block from a Reed-Solomon code. Then, the policy distributes the children blocks by sending one code block b 1 1 ( c) and computing the sibling b 1 2 ( c) using the lemma above. This way, the tree is distributed and computed from the root to the leaves by sending exactly n code blocks.
Redundancy in Treecoding is limited, however. To further increase redundancy, we use several coding trees with different coefficients. Especially in highly dynamic scenarios, where downloading peers join and leave the network, multiple coding trees are beneficial. So, a coding tree is defined by the coding vector c.
Definition 7.
If we use Treecoding with at most κ coding trees denoted by the linear coefficients c1, . . . , cκ, we call this class Treecoding(κ).
Decoding from multiple coding trees is computationally more complex. This can be seen from the extreme case where n coding trees are allowed and only the root blocks are distributed. Then, Treecoding is as complex as Network Coding. However, for a small number of trees the decoding remains feasible. Proof. For κ > 1 the receiver can construct a matrix M of all coefficients of the received tree code blocks. If the rank of this matrix is n the receiver can choose n rows from the matrix and the corresponding code blocks. Likewise in Practical Network Coding the receiver computes the inverse of M and multiplies it with the code blocks which leads to O(n 2 ) disk read/write operations. If κ = 1 then the leaves can be computed by repeatedly using Lemma 3 if the receiver has received enough code blocks with independent coefficients. For one tree this implies that for each node in the codeing tree the sum of all code blocks in the left sub-tree plus the sum of all code blocks in the right sub-tree plus the number of code blocks on the path from the root to the node is at least 2 h where h is the height of the node. From this observation it follows that for all heights h there exists a sub-tree with 2 h code blocks. So, the tree can be decoded with linear disk read/write operations starting from the smallest of these trees, i.e. an uncoded block.
Theorem 7. There exists a performance hierarchy within the Treecoding scheme:
Proof. The proof is analogous to the hierarchy of FEC. In the scenario we use κ + n + 1 rounds to distribute at most one block to κn + 1 different peers. Then n random peers of the downloading peers are activated in the last round with unlimited bandwidth.
Treecoding with κ trees can produce at most κ root blocks. We assume that in each round a block is distributed because sending a block is always more advantageous than not sending anything. All other at least n + 1 code blocks are either in the left or in the right sub-tree of a coding tree. One side has at least n 2 + 1 code blocks which follows from the pigeon hole principle. W.l.o.g. this is the left side. Now there is positive probability that all these blocks from the left side and n 2 − 1 blocks from the right side are chosen. Then, the rank of the matrix is less than n and hence the availability is less than one.
With κ + 1 trees there is a policy which always works. For this, we distribute all κ + 1 root blocks and all n leaf blocks. Assume that in the last round j ≥ 0 root nodes have been chosen. Let be the missing leaf nodes from the left sub-tree and r the missing nodes from the right sub-tree under the root node. Now, we have r + + j = n. So, we use the root blocks as forward error correction blocks to substitute left or right leaf nodes leading to an availability of one.
Theorem 8. Treecoding performs as well as FEC:
Proof. To show Treecoding(κ) ≥ FEC(κ) we define for every policy in FEC an analogous policy in Treecoding. If FEC decides to send an uncoded block, Treecoding sends the corresponding leaf of a coding tree. If FEC sends the i-th error correction block, then Treecoding sends the root block of the i-th coding tree. Obviously, both strategies are identical.
We now examine the relationship between Fixed Paircoding and Treecoding with an unlimited number of trees. blocks to peer Pi. In the last round four random peers from P1, . . . , P5 are active without transmission bounds.
Consider a policy for Fixed Paircoding which solves the case that peers P1, . . . , P4 are chosen. Then every block pair occurs exactly twice. If this policy chooses at least one block to be transmitted to P5 this block combines a block pair for the third time. Now consider a case where P5 is chosen and the two other peers are chosen which also possess that block pair. Then it is overrepresented and there must be a missing code block among the other n 2 − 1 block pairs. Hence, Fixed Paircoding does not reach full availability in this case.
For Treecoding we choose five different coding trees. We send tree nodes of height two to all peers where each peer receives all n 4 tree nodes of the same coding tree. So, any combination of four peers receives the four code blocks for a sub-tree with four nodes. This corresponds to four independent coefficient vectors over these leaf nodes which can be used to decode each original file block.
The second claim now implies the outperformance stated in the first claim.
Corollary 1. For some scenarios, Treecoding performs as well as Network Coding and better than BitTorrent.
At the moment the full relationship between Paircoding and Treecoding is unkown. We conjecture that these coding systems do not outperform each other, i.e. for some scenarios Paircoding outperforms Treecoding and vice versa. 
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we compare different new sparse coding classes to Network Coding and BitTorrent. We show that the simple forward error correction scheme FEC(κ) establishes a performance hierarchy between BitTorrent and Network Coding when the number of code blocks increases. We present a restricted version of Paircoding, called Fixed Paircoding, classify its performance, and show that it lies between Paircoding and BitTorrent. Furthermore, we introduce Treecoding and prove its superiority with respect to FEC. Of course, Network Coding remains the optimal performance scheme regarding availability.
However, Network Coding suffers from high disk read/write complexity. While Treecoding and FEC can reduce these costs significantly when error correction is limited, Fixed Paircoding and Paircoding have always linear or almost linear read/write cost. Figure 8 gives an overview of the results in this paper.
One of the main contributions of this paper is the round model which allows to formalize and analytically compare different block based file sharing systems. Up to now the only available method has been empirical experiments using simulations or observations in existing peer-to-peer networks. The presented results indicate that this methodology is manageable and leads to new insights for file sharing systems.
For future research the relationship between Paircoding and Treecoding needs to be investigated as well as other relationships between systems presented here. At the mo-ment we are preparing papers with simulation results that underline the practical implications of our findings. The main open question is whether an efficient O(n · log n) or even O(n) disk time file sharing system exists that performs as well as Network Coding. Furthermore, we conjecture for Treecoding that its read/write cost (see Theorem 6) can be improved to O(κ · log n · n) for κ < n/ log n.
